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Abstract
We employ simpleFoam solvers for performing Reynolds

Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations of a neu-

tral atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) for a wind farm

located on a complex terrain. The forest canopy is in-

cluded as a porous media, with trees of �xed height, using

OpenFOAM's porous media solvers [2]. The presence of

wind turbines is taken into account using an actuator

disk model [3], extended for the whole wind farm.

Physics setup and solvers

We simulate numerically an incompressible,
isothermal, stationary wind �eld by solving the
RANS equations using simpleFoam, with the
k-ε model. In�ow conditions are given using
Richards and Hoxey (RH) 2D pro�les [4]. The
boundary conditions are shown in the schematic
view of the domain shown below.

In order to obtain a neutral ABL, modi�ed wall
functions are used to set the near-wall boundary
conditions (with roughness length z0 = 0.03 m),
following Blocken et al [5]. The wind turbines
are modelled as actuator disks (AD), following
the approach in [3], extended for a wind farm
array. The e�ect of a nearby forest is included
as a porous media, with trees of �xed height, us-
ing OpenFOAM's porous media solvers [2], com-
bined with the AD solver.

Mesh

A novel meshing tool, based on OpenFOAM's
blockMesh utility, is used for producing a fully
structured mesh of the complex orography [1].
Based on parameters given in a dictionary and
an arbitrary STL-�le de�ning the orography,
blockMesh with a large number of blocks is used
to create a structured mesh. In a second step,
cells are identi�ed as forest for the usage with
porous solvers. This is done by analyzing the
pixels of an arbitrary image �le showing the lo-
cal forest distribution. Additionally, it is also
possible to add arbitrary shapes to the original
orography (currently oval hills [6]).
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Wind farm simulation

To test the solvers, we consider a wind farm near Oldenburg. The windfarm studied consists of 12
wind turbines of the type Enercon E-40, E-66, E-70 and E-82. The prevailing yearly wind direction
at the site is WSW (240◦) [7]. The positions of the turbines are indicated by black circles in Figure
1. An industrial disposal site is planned in the immediate vicinity of the wind farm. After �lling, a
land�ll mound of about 10 m height (indicated by the red elipse in Figure 1), will be present next
to the second second row of E-40 wind turbines. We name this case A. As an alternative, a forest
(15 m height) can be placed on the location of the disposal site (we name this case B). In order to
establish the in�uence of the disposal site on the annual performance of the existing wind turbines,
we consider these 2 scenarios in our simulations.

Figure 1 (left) shows the elevations in meters (coloured bar) of the orography of the wind park under study. The

red oval mountain represents the planned land�ll mound (case A). The black ovals represent the actuator disks of the

wind turbines. The incoming wind direction is WSW (240 ◦). Figure 2 (right) shows the position of the porous cells

representing the alternaive forest position (case B). The black, blue and red disks are E-40 (65 m hub height), E-66

(98 m hub height) and E-82 (108.4 m hub height) wind turbines, respectively.

Results

Figures 3 and 4 below show horizontal sections at 98 m height of the magnitude of the wind velocity.
This height corresponds to the hub height of turbine types Enercon E-66 (blue line), and also shows
E-70 (113 m hub height, green line) and E-82 (108.5 hub height, red line). The in�ow wind direction
is WSW (240 ◦). Figure 3 corresponds to a domain with the land�ll mound (case A), while in Figure
4 a 15 m height pine forest is included, instead of the land�ll mound (case B).

Figure 3 (left) shows a horizontal section at 98 m height of the velocity magnitude, case A (Bump). Figure 4 (right)

shows a horizontal section at 98 m height of the velocity magnitude, case B (Forest).

In order to estimate the overall reduction in energy output over a year we estimate �rst the rela-
tive change in wind speed with and without the obstacle (land�ll mound or forest), as Delta U =
(U_mound,forest - U_�at)/U_�at. An example is shown below in Figures 5 and 6. Since the rated
power of a wind turbine grows with the third power of the wind speed, it follows that, for not too
high wind speeds, the relative change in performance is proportional to 3 Delta U /U. This estimate
leads to a yearly loss in power production of about 1 % for the mound land�ll and 1-6 % for the
forest. The loss is highest for the Enercon E-40, located immediately next to the land�ll site.

Figure 5 (left) shows the relative change in wind speed at the land�ll mound center (case A), as a function of the

distance along the wind direction. Figure 6 (right) shows the relative change in wind speed at the forest center (case

B), as a function of the distance along the wind direction.


